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As an important part of the criminal evidence laws, what the criterions of the 
illegal-evidences exclusion perform is not the force but the eligibility of the evidences. 
Evidences are the foundation and core of the criminal litigation activities. The 
legitimacy of finding, fetching and fixing evidences and the institution standardization 
on attestation and certification of the evidences have important significance for legal 
justice. For a long time, in China, not any basic-level laws have a clear and definite 
regulation on the illegal-evidences exclusion. The Constitution and the Criminal 
Procedure Law only prescribe some prohibitive provisions on the ways and means of 
collecting evidences, but not any on whether such prohibitive provisions will lead to 
the exclusion of the evidences. In 2010, Supreme People’s Court, Supreme People’s 
Procurator ate, Ministry of public security, Justice Department and Ministry of State 
Security jointly issued the Regulation on Some Problems of Checking the Evidences 
in Death-penalty Cases and the Regulation on Some Problems of Excluding the Illegal 
Evidences in the Criminal Cases (the Two Regulations below). For the first time, the 
two regulations clearly stipulate the standards of the illegal verbal and physical 
evidences, the exclusion procedures of the illegal evidences and the quoting duties of 
the evidences’ validity. These have also been affirmed in the newly edited Criminal 
Procedure Law of China. This is a big step and has great significance in China. It will 
obviously keep away the tortures and unjust sentences, which will greatly improve the 
quality of the cases and promote the judicial justice. So, it’s necessary to have some 
beneficial explore on the existent bugs of the scope, procedure, quoting duties and 
standards of the illegal-evidences exclusion. In addition, from the advantages and 
disadvantages of establishing the rules of illegal-evidences exclusion, this article will 
put forward several suggestions on how to perfect the institutions of illegal-evidences 
exclusion, aiming at the existent bugs and the facts that it’s impossible to have an 
emendation of the basic laws in a short time in China.  
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引    言 
2011 年 3 月 25 日，浙江省宁波市鄞州区人民检察院认定被告人章国锡收受
他人贿赂共计 76000 元，已构成受贿罪向该区人民法院提起公诉。案件经过四次
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